Affenpinscher Club of America Certified Mentor Program

GUIDELINES:

- Fill out this form applying to become a Parent Club Approved Mentor.
- Be a member of ACA for at least 2 years.
- Fulfill the AKC’s 12-5-4 rule, showing 12 years’ experience in the Breed, having bred 5 litters which produced at least 4 AKC Champions.

OR .................

- Have alternative activities such as owning and exhibiting for 12 or more years, worked Affens in Performance activities, showing and grooming Affens for Conformation for others; been involved in dog show activities in other breeds for more than 20 years and worked with Affens during that time.
- Have attended conformation shows and/or the National and observed Affens at major entries in the past 24 months.

Be willing to mentor prospective judges (and possibly exhibitors and puppy buyers) in a POSITIVE and CONSTRUCTIVE atmosphere utilizing the information in our Affenpinscher Illustrated Standard emphasizing the virtues, strengths and breed specific attributes of Affens based on our AKC Breed Standard.

NAME:______________________________________________
ADDRESS:________________________________________EMAIL:____________________
PHONE: ___________________ NUMBER OF YEARS IN AFFENS_________NUMBER OF YEARS IN DOGS_________
OWNER_____BREEDER_____EXHIBITOR__JUDGE____PERFORMANCE____MENTOR___
HANDLER___TRAINER___ NUMBER OF AFFEN LITTERS BRED_____NUMBER OF OTHER BREED LITTERS_____
NUMBER OF AKC SHOWS ATTENDED IN PAST 2 YEARS_____ACA NATIONALS ATTENDED___
Attended an ACA Judges Seminar____Year__________
Participated in Hands-on ______Handler____Presented_____DATE_______________

WHY DO YOU WANT TO BECOME A MENTOR? WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH?

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

I agree to serve as a positive advocate for the breed, the breed standard and the policies and goals of the Affenpinscher Club of America. I agree to set aside any personal opinions and preferences in interpreting the AKC Affenpinscher standard.

Signed_________________________________________ Date: ___________________